SUMMERTIME IS HERE!
WHAT A GREAT TIME....

TO LIVE!
"I'm ready to leave.... NOW!"
HOLD IT!
YOU’RE ABOUT TO ENTER THE......

DANGER ZONE!
THESE THREE MONTHS .....
THESE THREE MONTHS.....

Juli  Aug  Sept

ARE THE...

DANGER ZONE!
EVERY YEAR IN THE THIRD QUARTER OUR ACCIDENT RATE AND NUMBER OF SERIOUS ACCIDENTS GOES UP!
WHY?

– Is your mind distracted due to vacation plans?

– Are we tired from daylight saving?

– Are we fatigued from summer activities and bring the fatigue to work the next day?

– Are vacation relief loads wearing us down? You are covering for more than you can handle

– Are different buildings & equipment confusing to us?
WHY?

- Is working with new team members been difficult?

- Running your children to:
  Softball game – Camping – Dance/Swimming lessons
  Dropping them off at Me-moms house so she can babysit or any extra curricular activity that take place in the summer danger zone months

- Grownup activities such as:
  Up coming camping and fishing trip
  Going to your first major league baseball game
WHAT CAN YOU DO?

– Pay attention and focus to the task and job at hand!

– Do not take a short cut so you can catch the train or buss or get on the highway to avoid the rush hour traffic!

– Talk on the phone or text while you are on your way home to let your spouse or love ones know you are on your way!
WHAT Did Charlie Do Wrong?

– Pay the video “Remember Charlie”!

– Who is Charlie?

– An Exxon employee who was injured on the job the evening before he went on vacation.

– You will be surprised after watching the video!!!!!!
Open Dialogue On The VIDEO!